
Leonardo da Vinci PARTNERSHIPS
CNC and Robotics Partnerships, CaRPs
11 Partners from Germany, Lithuania, Norway, Slovenia, Sweden

Report from Meeting M4, 24. - 28.11.2010 Kaunas,  Lithuania
Osterøy 10.12.2010

All foreign participants arrived by air on schedule. 20 participants from all 11 partners took part.
The meeting was carried out according to the agenda; see next page.

Company visits
We had well prepared and very interesting company visits.

SC GKF Sparnai, Vilnius - Metal manufacturing, about 60 employees. The major customers are 
working in the fields of laser manufacturing, medicine, aviation and telecommunication. We were 
guided trough the workshop with CNC turning and milling machines and afterwards discussing 
(skills, education, recruiting).

Baltec CNC Technologies, Kaunas. Metal manufacturing with 85 employees. About 20 new CNC 
machinery. Specialised on small batches; from 1 piece to some few hundreds.  We were guided 
trough the workshop. Afterwards we had a meeting with chairman Dr. Gintaras Rimša. He told 
about Engineering Industry Assocoation of Lithuania and their efforts to improve skills. There is 17-
18% unemployment in Lithuania. A very small amount of young people go to vocational schools. 
So it is very difficult to recruit vocational skilled workers. Almost half of the company staff have 
academic degrees.

Kaunas University of Technology.
In the FESTO laboratory we saw different robots for education and for health/care.
We visited several laboratories within the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Mechatronics; as 
Industrial Automation Institute, a laboratory for robotic training and a laboratory for CNC training. 
Both CNC and robotic lectures were demonstrated. The laboratory for robotic training use both an 
industrial robot and The Robix™ Rascal Classroom Robot Set to do lectures/experiments with 
construction parts, servos, gripper assembly and electronics interface ($550 US, Complete), see 
www.robix.com .

CIE LT Forge, Marijampole, is a new metalworking facility. It specializes in the production of 
forged and machined parts for automotive industry. About 100 employees, planned to expand to 280 
employees. First there was a presentation of the company, also with focus on complications 
recruiting skilled engineers and vocational workers.  Afterwards we were guided trough the 
workshop.

Our last company visit was UAB STEVILA, Marijampole, one of our partnerships members. 
About 100 employees. There was a presentation of the company and we were guided trough the 
workshop with several CNC turning and milling machines and one second hand robot to start 
training how to use and integrate a robot.
In the education room we were told about education activities and lectures were presented.
For new CNC workers there normally is a teaching program for 3 months, 2 hour a day. Finally 
there is an examination.
The MTS CNC / CAM Software  for training and manufacturing was demonstrated; see under WP4
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Introductory meeting

Welcome by the hosts by Dr. Rimantas Dapkus, Lithuanian Regional Research Institute
Welcome by the coordinator, Lars Mjøs, Osterøy Manufacturing Industry Association.
Welcome to Ulf Gunnarsson, Ravema AB, who met for the first time.
About the agenda and practical information.
Short presentations of what has happened since Meeting M3 in the middle of September 2010.

WP3:Tadej Gartner and Matjaž Luznar, School Centre Škofja Loka, made a presentation of 
their new business to business centre, B2B, which are under planning. They have just ordered their 
first robot and presented how to bind a supplier when buying new equipment to do specific 
activities to strengthen the B2B centre. See the presentation in the project web site under 
Competence Centre.

WP3: Ivan Brajdič, Technical School Centre Kranj, told that their competence centre 
construction work will start in March 2011.

WP7: Karsten Böttcher, Technical School of  Unstrut-Hainich Kreises, distributed a 
Mühlhausen paper article about our M3 meeting in Germany. See project web site; Media.
Lars Mjøs, Osterøy Manufacturing Industry Association, showed an article from the Bergen 
regional paper, Bergens Tidende 26.9.2010, about Mjøs Metallvarefabrikk AS.
The Norwegians told that the Norwegian minister of knowledge has visited the Osterøy School and 
Competence centre and were told about our CNC and Robotics Partnerships. The visit was covered 
in a regional television news program. One of the Norwegian minister of business and trade nearest 
political secretaries, will in the beginning of December visit Mjøs Metallvarefabrikk AS and 
Osterøy Upper Secondary School and the Competence Centre. The Norwegians also told from the 
local educational exhibition.

WP5: Dr. Frank March, LEONARDO-Office Thuringia, told about plans for 2 German 
apprentices to Skofja Loka in February and probably some more in spring. He also presented 
experiences with teacher exchange with Askøy, Norway, and with Poland and from a student 
excange from Voss, Norway, to Jena, Germany.  LEONARDO-Office Thuringia will make a new 
application for Leonardo mobility in February, also for teachers.

At the end of the introductory meeting there was a presentation of the midway evaluation, see 
WP6 Evaluation.

WP6 Evaluation

Our midway evaluation was prepared by Daine and Rimantas Dapkai, Lithuanian Regional 
Research Institute, and presented by Rimantas Dapkus. See our project web site for detailed 
results.

The evaluation is based on a printed questionnaire which each participant filled in during the M3 
meeting. 17 questionnaires were represented.

The questionnaire was based on questions connected to the partnerships 5 objectives and in addition 
“Overall project management evaluation” and “Relevance for the objectives of the programme”.
Many of the questions got high positive scores.
See the evaluation report in our project web site.
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We discussed the results.
Based on the midway evaluation results we decided, for the last period, to have main focus on 
WP4; teaching modules/lessons, WP5; mobility activities and O5; language skills with focus on 
terminology within the fields of CNC and robotics (connected to WP4).

WP4 Teaching modules/ lessons

When visiting UAB STEVILA the MTS CNC / CAM software  for training and manufacturing was 
demonstrated by Dr. Irma Senkuviene, see www.mts-cnc.com .  This is a CNC and CAM 
simulation software for milling & turning with virtual 3D reality for production and basic & higher 
level vocational training and technical education.
STEVILA use this software to educate the beginners. It is very easy to use for young people. There 
are books with lectures and it is also easy to make your own lectures. It is easy to change language 
and to use your own words. This software is also possible to use as machine software, but there is 
no interface guarantee, so STEVILA do not use this possibility.
STEVILA is very satisfied with this training software.

During the afternoon meeting at STEVILA, Mr. Kjell Løtveit, Osteroy upper secondary school, 
gave a short introduction to how the school teach the students.  
Students go the way from manually operated machines via semi automatic machines and then to 
fully automated machines.
The teaching is done in a practical theoretical way, by using the CNC machines most of the time.

WP5 Mobility

Partners were during our stay in Lithuania planning common mobility activities. See also under 
“Introductory meeting”.

Preparations/ homework before next meeting

WP4: Develop at least 4 teaching modules/lessons.
Each partner will prepare at least 2 CNC lectures and 1 robotic lecture in cooperation with at 
least one of the other partners. Also more than 2 partners can cooperate.
It is possible to use existing lectures which will be tested and maybe improved through cooperation 
and it is possible to develop new lectures. The lectures should be suitable for at least approximately 
1 hour student working.
The lectures should be documented in a way suitable for publishing in our project web site. That 
could be to fully document the lecture (and the answer) or shortly describe the lecture so other 
teachers/trainers will be able to reproduce a similar lecture. We encourage to not make to 
complicated lectures/documentations, simple solutions suitable for other teachers/trainers will be 
fine.
Deadline for mailing coordinator Lars Mjøs is 15.2.2011. Please inform which partners are 
responsible for each lecture.

O5: Better language skilled and WP4: Develop at least 4 teaching modules/lessons.
Each partner will collect at least 100 typical technical terms/ words within CNC and robotics. Each 
term or word should be written in the native language, in English and if necessary/suitable supplied 
with short comments in English. Please put the words/terms in a table; one line for each word/term. 
The columns: English, native language, comments in English.
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We think it will be a good idea to engage students and workers to collect those words/terms.
We encourage the partners within each country to cooperate and make one common list for each 
country.
Deadline for mailing coordinator Lars Mjøs one list from each country is 15.2.2011.

Next and last meeting, M5

Peter Lidqvist, Ravema AB, made a presentation of the plans for our meeting M5 in Sweden. We 
will stay in Värnamo where Ravema AB is located. Wednesday afternoon we will meet at Ravema.
Thursday after breakfast we will go to Ljungby Vocational School which cooperate with Ravema. 
Her we will see advanced machines an a class room for robotics. After lunch at school we will go 
(about 100 km) to Jönköping to visit SVIA AB (www.svia.se ) which are cooperating with Ravema 
and are specialist in robotics and vision.
Friday we will have meeting and visit some companies around Värnamo, the heart of industry in 
Sweden.
Saturday there will be a pleasure program.
The partners decided that our next meeting M5 will be 4. - 7. May 2011 in Värnamo, Sweden.

Further cooperation

All partners want to further cooperate after our Leonardo da Vinci Partnerships is finished midway 
2011.
We have been searching for ways to finance further cooperation.
At the moment Leonardo da Vinci “Transfer of Innovation, ToI” seems to be a suitable way to 
finance and organise further cooperation. The Norwegian National Leonardo da Vinci agency, SIU, 
has invited us to apply for a ToI.
A ToI will be organized as a project with a project manager who will be responsible for the 
application and organizing the project. The grants will be paid to the manager for further 
distribution.
The coordinator and Alf Einar Holdhus from Osterøy Upper Secondary School will 29.11.2010 
participate in a Norwegian seminar how to make good ToI applications. (PS: We took part at the 
seminar and got several answers and raised some questions about eventually commercial interests 
which the national agency needed some time to answer).

The coordinator has made the first contacts with a Danish robot manufacturer and 2 Polish institutes 
in Krakow and Warsaw. The actual robot is very suitable for educational purposes. The Polish 
institutes are developing virtual training systems for robots and CNC and robots. The idea is to 
develop virtual training systems suitable for the Danish robot (and hopefully also for robots in 
general) based on the Polish training technology and based on testing/cooperating with CaRPs 
partners.
Another idea is to cooperate with the German MTS, www.mts-cnc.com
They have very good virtual training software for CNC and CAD. Perhaps they would like to 
develop virtual training software for robotics based on cooperation and testing by the CaRPs 
partners?

The partners want further cooperation to be based on both school/institute and enterprise partners.
The partners encouraged Osterøy Manufacturing Industry Association to prepare a ToI application 
(deadline near the end of February 2011) and to be the project manager. The main focus should be 
industrial robotics training (including robots cooperating with CNC machines). This should be 
based on cooperating with one ore more new partners skilled within this field. We do not yet know 
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if it will be possible/suitable to involve all existing partners/ which new partners should be invited. 
Based on actual project focus and available financing, the coordinator will make a proposal for 
actual involvement of existing partners and check this out within the partnerships.

Cultural

Wednesday evening we had a very interesting guided tour by Rimantas Dapkus of old town of 
Vilnius.
Thursday evening we took part in a church choir advent concert and afterwards was presented the 
local vodka tradition by visiting a vodka factory and museum.
Friday evening before dinner we could listen to a girls choir, lovely singing specially for us.
Saturday we had a lovely guided tour by the hosts to a memorial area, to a wooden sculpture open 
air exhibition and to Gruto Parkas with several open air sculptures from the Soviet period. We 
finished with saunas and swimming in Akvapark (also part time outdoor in minus 5C degrees).

Thank you

Thank you very much to our Lithuanian hosts and companies/university for a very interesting stay 
and program and for your hospitality and kindness.

Lars Mjøs
Coordinator
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